
Reaching passionate 
self builders and renovators

One 
brand, 
multiple 
routes

BuildIt
magazine n online n live events

Build It is the UK’s most practical, 

information-packed magazine for self builders 

and renovators who want to create a tailor-

made, individual home.

Each issue is full of advice and ideas for 

a successful project, from the inspirational 

readers’ homes – complete with learning 

points – through to expert articles on issues such as design, 

planning permission, budgeting and project management.

Every edition of Build It magazine contains a wealth of in-depth 

articles on key structural systems and materials, along with no- 

nonsense design guides covering everything from kitchens and 

bathrooms through to loft conversions, basements and glazed 

extensions.

Build It’s innovative, five-person-strong editorial and design 

team is dedicated to producing the best content available for 

both consumers and the wider self build and renovation industry. 

Quality, integrity and knowledge are our watchwords and we pride 

ourselves on the close working relationships we enjoy with our 

experts and leading industry figures.

If you want to connect with a passionate and serious audience of 

‘doers’ with plans in their hands rather than coffee-table ‘dreamers’, 

then our magazine, digital platforms and live exhibitions will deliver 

the leads you need.

Chris Bates, Editor
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Our passionate readersBuildIt
magazine n online n live events

Magazine Build It  readers are hands on and practical 

people – 41% plan to do at least 10% of 

the work themselves and a further 32% will 

either project manage the build or at least do 

some basic DIY or decorating.  They believe 

Build It is essential reading to their projects 

success (97%) and 94% use adverts within 

the magazine to help specify products.  Build 

It is predominantly 

bought by men 

(71%) but the vast 

majority of copies are 

read by their partners 

as well. 

A high proportion 

of our readers do not 

read any other self 

build magazine. Our 

readers are affluent, 

high achievers who know what they want 

–this is not an audience who leave such 

decisions to an architect or builder. 

Build It readers are mainly self builders, 

with a third of them currently planning or 

undertaking a self build project.  A high 

proportion of our self builders tend to be 

older couples planning their individual dream 

home, whilst the other major reader group 

are young families looking to renovate, 

extend and generally add more space to 

their existing home.

Build It Reader Profile*

Age groups

35-44 21%

45-54 36%

54-64 28%

Stage of project

Sourcing ideas/inspiration 23%

Project planning 14%

Self build 31%

Renovation 19%

Extension 13%

Our readers are hands on and practical…

Use a turnkey/package company 7%

Use a main contractor 20%

Manage their own project 15%

Employ/manage subcontractors but do some of the core work themselves 41%

Employ/manage subcontractors but do decorating/basic DIY themselves 16%

Employ/manage subcontractors but do some of the core work themselves 41%

Employ/manage subcontractors but do decorating/basic DIY themselves 16%

Our readers…

Find adverts useful when specifying products 94%

Have purchased products in response to an advert 62%

Believe Build It is essential reading 97%

Don’t read Home Building & Renovating 59%

Don’t read Self Build & Design 79%

Have between £50k and £124k to spend on products and materials 21%

Choose products/materials themselves 84%

Choose kitchens, bathrooms, windows/doors, finishings themselves 92%

Hands-on self builders

Growing families

Affluent empty nesters

*All figures taken from the Build It readership survey



Why Build It? 

Magazine

BuildIt
magazine n online n live events

l Focused
l Active 
l Practical

of readers find adverts useful 
when specifying products

of readers have purchased 
products in response to an advert

Build It is the Official Media Partner for the NSBRC.  
If you are a partner, get in touch to find out how you can benefit.

of readers believe Build It is 
essential reading

of readers don’t read any 
other self build magazine

Build It March 2017 www.self-build.co.uk
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Double-sided 
stoves & fires

T
he warm glow of flickering 
flames make an attractive 
and atmospheric addition  
to any home, oozing with 

focal feature potential. And where 
better to place an eye-catching 
centrepiece than in the middle  
of the room? While conventional 
products are traditionally restricted 
to the peripheries of a space, 
modern double-sided stoves and 
fires make this look possible.

A popular solution is to place the 
unit within a partition wall. Perfect for 
zoning large open-plan areas, the 
divider could be protruding out from 
one wall or standing independently 
in the middle of a room, so you can 
walk around either side. One way to 
make the design really pop is by 
cladding it in a different covering to 
the rest of the room – slate is a 

favoured surface, for instance. Take 
the look one step further by including 
a cut-out area within the partition to 
form an attractive log store. 

A full-height partition wall will help 
to hide the stove’s flue away from 
sight. Alternatively, stopping the 
divide lower than the ceiling and 
keeping part of the exhaust visible is 
an attractive option that will certainly 
work to bring extra wow factor to 
your project’s interior.

If you’re working to a smaller 
floorplan, then a freestanding 
double-sided stove could work best 
within your scheme. You may even 
want to consider a luxury, gravity-
defying design that hangs from the 
ceiling – but make sure you have 
suitable strength in the floor and  
roof to hold it in place, as well as 
enough room in your budget. ContaCts Dru 0161 793 8700 www.drufire.com LAPD Architects 01865 407722 

www.lapdarchitects.co.uk Modus Fireplaces 020 3813 5322 www.
modusfireplaces.com Morsoe 01788 554410 www.morsoe.com The Jotul Group 01527 
506010 www.jotuluk.com Scan www.scan.dk Scenario Architecture 0207 686 3445 www.
scenarioarchitecture.com Stovax 01392 474000 www.stovax.com

design
details

A dual-aspect unit could make a stunning 
centrepiece for your home. Emily Smith takes  
a closer look at the various ways to incorporate 
this stylish design element in your project

The introduction of 
partition walls has 
helped to achieve 

a simple and clean 
look throughout 

this open-plan 
extension project 

by Scenario 
Architecture. A 

double-sided 
window fireplace is 
positioned between 

the reception and 
kitchen, enabling 

both zones to 
benefit from the 
atmosphere and 
warmth that the 

stove exudes.

Having the flue rise above a low-set partition is an attractive alternative to a solid floor- 
to-ceiling wall. Here the Scan DSA 12 is inset alongside a cut-out log storage area. The 
unit can be operated from both sides, but one can be locked if needed. Priced at £3,225, 
the cassette stove measures 676mm (H) x 900mm (W) x 460mm (D). 

The Largo Tunnel by Dru is a gas fire that allows generous 
visibility between spaces thanks to its large width and height 
of the unit. The product has a fixed door and is turned on and 
off via remote control. Priced at £950, the build in depth is 
465mm and the fire view measures 667mm (H) x 796mm (W).

Above: The Metro 130XT Tunnel Eco Wave gas closed fire by Dru measures 
1,300mm wide and can be controlled remotely from your smartphone or tablet. 
Priced at £1,395, it has a heat output of 10.8kW

If you don’t have  
a spacious open-
plan layout to work 
with, then install 
a freestanding 
dual-sided unit 
within a gap in 
the wall to get a 
similar look. With 
a suggested retail 
price of £2,099, 
the Stockton 11 
double-sided 
woodburning and 
multi-fuel stove 
by Stovax makes 
an attractive focal 
feature for two 
rooms in this house 
– 677mm (H) x 
726mm (W)  
x 462mm (D). 

A three-sided stove 
inset within the edge 
of a partition wall will 
create an impressive 
cut-out feature, here 
achieved with the S160 
by Morsoe – 1895mm-
1525mm (H) x 550mm 
(W) x 912mm (D). This 
wood-fuelled design is 
available from £5,050 
and will need two 
heating grilles – one 
above and one below. 

The tall, elegant 
71T by Modus 

Fireplaces makes 
an eye-catching 

focal feature within 
this kitchen-diner. 

The unit comes 
with various design 

options that can 
be tailored to your 

requirements, 
such as open- or 
closed-fronting, 

different fuel types 
and remote control 
flame ignition and 

adjustment. It’s 
priced at £11,600, 

excluding VAT.

the expert vIew

AWArD-Winning ArchiTEcT 
OPinDer LiDDAr froM lAPD 
ArchiTEcTs AnsWErs your quEsTions 
AbouT hoW To AchiEvE This look.

What are the key considerations for  
including a double-sided stove or fire?

Building Regs require you to have an adequate air 
supply to the unit. Traditionally, you might have an air 
brick on the outer wall, but in some houses we put 
a duct running beneath the floor. You may get some 
issues if you’re working towards Passivhaus status 
because the air supply will break the thermal envelope 
of the property. There are some systems where you 
can close the seal when not in use, but a lot of building 
control authorities want you to have a permanent open 
vent, which contradicts Passivhaus principles.

You’ll also need a flue or chimney for most 
installations. As a double-sided stove isn’t going to be 
positioned at the edge of the room, you’ll have to think 
about how you’re going to get the exhaust right the 
way up to the ridge level of your roof. In most cases this 
means navigating it through the storey above. In some 
cases you can angle them, but there are restrictions and 
too many turns will lower the efficiency of the exhaust. 

Sometimes a stove will produce so much heat that 
you might need more than one grille. The thinner sides 
of the partition offer a good area to hide these away 
without disrupting the aesthetic. Another idea is taking 
the grilles and venting the heat through to different 
room to warm a separate part of the house – we did  
this in one property and it worked really well.

Can i make use of a dual-aspect unit  
if i don’t have an open-plan layout?

You can get a similar look in smaller rooms by including 
a freestanding double-sided stove within a gap in a 
complete wall. We’re actually creating this in a current 
project – you can’t walk through the gap as there’s only 
400mm either side of the unit, so you have to walk 
out of the room and through a hallway to get to the 
opposite room. But it’s a good way to subdivide areas if 
you just want the visual connection. Plus you can make 
use of the same stove within two different zones. Just 
be aware that noise will transfer between the spaces. 

What professionals should i employ  
to help with the project? 

Seek the expertise of a stove or fire specialist who 
works with the kind of fuel you’re looking to use. They 
will understand what heat output you’ll need for the size 
of the area, as well as the suitable air supply options.

How much money should i budget for  
this kind of feature? 

If I was going to include a woodburner, then I’d allow at 
least £3,000. This should be enough to install a basic 
double-sided stove as well as the hearth – but you’ll 
need to budget extra for the chimney and partition, if 
required. As with any element of your home, prices vary 
greatly depending on many factors; we recently had a 
client who spent £10,000 on a swanky remote control 
gas unit, for instance. Really, it’s all down to personal 
taste – if you’re going to make a feature out of it then 
it’s up to you what you want to spend on it. 
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the basics The distinctive shakes, character and honeyed 
hue of an oak frame are a winning combination 
for many homeowners, but it’s also a robust 
building material that offers fantastic 
sustainability credentials, says Emily Smith A 

s a native tree to Europe, 
oak has been used to build 
homes in this country for 
thousands of years. “Self 

builders choosing this material have 
the reassurance that they are using  
a high quality system with a great 
reputation,” says Mark Jones from 
Welsh Oak Frame. “Many homeowners 
express their love for its natural 
elegance, features and graining.” 

Oak framing creates a standalone 
structural skeleton capable of 
supporting itself and the weight of  
the roof and floor structure, without 
the need for structural panels or 
sheathing. Green oak (recently felled 
timber) is used because it’s easier to 
cut and shape. The structure will dry 
out over time, shrinking into place and 
creating the unique splits that many 
homeowners find so alluring. 

Although these trees take a long 
time to grow, this method is still an 
environmentally friendly construction 
option, especially if you use a local 
source (less distance to transport the 
material means less CO2 emissions). 
Plus, many suppliers go to great 
lengths to assist in the growth of 
sustainable woodland; Carpenter Oak 
plants 10 saplings for each tree the 
company uses, for instance. 

Design
The same skilled craftsmanship that 
has been used to form oak frame 
houses for hundreds of years remains 
very similar today, but the way they are 
designed, cut and insulated has 

adapted to keep up with 21st century 
technology and building regs. 

3D modelling software is used to 
produce a scheme, offering you the 
opportunity to take a virtual tour 
around the self build or extension 
before it’s built. “We can create bigger 
and bolder designs, combining oak 
with glass, steel, structural insulated 
panels (SIPs), glulam and other 
materials to form hybrid frames,”  
says Kat Hamilton from Oakmasters. 
“Nowadays, more and more 
manufacturers are using computer 
guided machines to do the heavy 
cutting and lifting, leaving the finishing, 
fine details and tricky parts to skilled 
craftsmen. This process means that 

production is more accurate, the 
structure fits together better and  
time spent on-site is reduced.”

While frames were traditionally 
in-filled with wattle and daub, most 
modern oak skeletons are wrapped 
with highly insulated panels to produce 
an energy efficient structure. The 
traditional Tudor look of exposed  
beams both inside and out is difficult  
to achieve under modern thermal 
performance requirements.  “Oak will 
shrink and twist as it dries, which could 
result in poor airtightness or at worst, 
water leaks,” says Jamie Wilson from 
Carpenter Oak. “We suggest the frame 
is used purely as a structural feature 
inside the building (in the warm zone) 

and/or kept separate from the external 
(cold zone) layer, with no timber 
passing directly between the two.”

While oak can be used to create 
beautiful traditional style houses, don’t 
assume that a contemporary design 
isn’t possible with this material. In fact, 
many strikingly modern looking 
properties have been built using oak. 
Incorporating expansive glazing into 
the structure is one way to create 
contemporary allure, but you can also 
introduce elements such as steel pegs, 
metal legs and laminated beams.

Cost
It’s no secret that oak is more 
expensive than some construction 

routes – you may be looking in the 
region of £150 more per m2, according 
to Carpenter Oak. But with this method 
you’re investing in quality, character 
and craftsmanship that is likely to add 
heaps of value to the end result. “Oak 
can be used attractively in conjunction 
with other building materials, so you 
can lower costs by pairing it with other 
methods,” says Kat. “Be selective about 
where and how the wood is used, while 
still achieving real wow factor.”

82 timber special 

ContaCts Border Oak 01568 708752 www.borderoak.
com Carpenter Oak 01803 732900 www.

carpenteroak.com Oakmasters 01444 455455 www.oakmasters.
co.uk Oakwrights 01432 353353 www.oakwrights.co.uk Van  
Ellen + Sheryn 01364 653503 www.vanellensheryn.com Welsh  
Oak Frame 01686 688000 www.welshoakframe.com

Oak frame:

Boasting chocolate-
box appeal, this new 

house by Border Oak 
features traditional 

Tudor style exposed 
beams on the 

external facade. 
Dormer windows, 
brick edges and a 

timber clad addition 
complete the look

Being able to adorn your walls and 
ceiling with exposed timbers is a  
key selling point for this method of 
construction. In this property by 
Carpenter Oak, rooflights flood the 
room below with ample daylight, 
highlighting the characterful splits 
and knots in the natural material

This stunning new property in north Wales 
(also pictured top) was built for £600,000 
(£2,041 per m2). The frame itself came in at 
£79,572 and was supplied by Oakwrights. The 
homeowners chose to wrap the skeleton with 
the company’s WrightWall encapsulation 
system (at a cost of £44,982), and the result is 
a home with exceptional thermal performance  

This former milking 
parlour has been 
converted into a 

breathtaking dwelling by 
architectural practice 

Van Ellen + Sheryn. An 
eye-catching frame by 

Carpenter Oak was 
craned in and filled with 

expansive glazing to 
produce a modern vibe

Proving that this method 
can be used to create 
stunning modern-looking 
homes, this property by 
Welsh Oak Frame 
features exposed wood 
throughout the interior. 
Outside, brick cladding 
partners with lots of 
glazing to create  
a contemporary look

Oozing classic barn appeal, 
this property on the edge  
of the Ashdown Forest  
was designed and built  
by Oakmasters. Spread  
over 275m2, the dwelling 
cost approximately 
£380,000 to build (£1,382 
per m2) and took about 10 
months to construct
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5 steps
to a bespoke oak frame 
home on a budget

O
ak frame remains ever-
popular amongst self 
builders, thanks to its 
warm aesthetic and ability 

to add instant character. Traditionally, 
the timber is crafted while it’s still 
green – slotted together with tenon 
and mortise joints and secured with 
wooden pegs. The material has been 
used in this way for over 4,000 years 
in Britain, perhaps most famously in 
Tudor- and barn-style builds. Yet it 
is increasingly employed in more 
contemporary schemes, too, with 
several companies pushing its 
technical boundaries in new and 
exciting ways – to stunning effect.

Many self builders see oak framing 
as a luxury option, but you might be 
surprised this route isn’t out of reach 
if you’re on a modest budget. Final 
costs per m2 may typically be around 
5%-10% higher than a softwood
alternative but this is usually refl ected 
in the value of your project. There 
are also several clever ways you can 
keep prices down and still achieve 
the oak frame home of your dreams.

Keep the design simple
If you’re working with a tight 
budget, it’s vital that you 

approach all aspects of the scheme 
with this in mind. It’s easy to get 
carried away when you see what’s 
been achieved by those with deeper 
pockets – such as wide spans, feature 
trusses and glazed gables – but it’s 
best to stay disciplined and look for 
other ways to create wow factor. “You 
can still add architectural interest with 
oak porches (ours start at just under 
£1,000), dormer windows, or other 
simple design features,” says Merry 
Albright from Border Oak. 

It’s important to keep a 
close eye on costs but 
that doesn’t mean you 
can’t create something 
truly special. Andrew 
Hobbs reveals how you 
can get a character-
fi lled oak self build at 
a price you can aff ord
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By employing structural SIPs and a rectangular design, Carpenter Oak were able to complete 
this stunning 186m2 home for £265,000 (£1,425 per m2), excluding the external landscaping
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Specifying products

Invaluable independent advice

Product inspiration Learning from other self builders

  specify  137136  specify

For more great products visit self-build.co.uk/specify

The self-builder’s 
guide to sourcing 
products and 
information

Specify
Tel: 01633 244555
Web: www.pegasuswhirlpoolbaths.co.uk

Design your own bespoke whirlpool bath online with 
the latest technology, features and performance from 
the UK’s premier manufacturer. Bespoke positioning 
of pump, jets and controls, chromotherapy lighting, 
glass touch sensitive wall mounted control, 4th  
generation total draining ‘silveline’ pipework. 

‘Not all whirlpool baths are built the same’

Design your bespoke 
whirlpool bath with Pegasus

For more great products visit self-build.co.uk/specify

Bromleighs offer an extensive range of switches 
and electrical accessories to suit both period and 
contemporary interiors. Their Forged and Profile 
Collections are hand-made at their workshop in 
Cornwall, using inserts manufactured here in the UK.

The Hardwood, Bakelite and Period Switch 
collections are made with British Oak which is hand-
stained and waxed. Recent installations include a 
Chateau in France and the extensive refurbishment of 
an Irish Castle. Bromleighs also offer a wild range of 
interior and exterior lighting and architectural hardware.

Tel: 01208 79490
Web: www.bromleighs.com

Bromleighs - anything less is a 
compromise. 

Offering more than 200 door designs, JB Kind’s 2017 
Door Collection has innovative, inspiring and classic door 
designs to suit every interior. 

Introducing the exceptionally durable and 
weather-resistant Exterior Extreme doors made with 
MEDITE®TRICOYA®EXTREME, supplied pre-
finished in white with the benefit of a 10 year guarantee.  
Exclusive new Laminate internal doors, available in two 
contemporary colours with a 
textured timber grained effect,  
plus much more.   
Request or download a copy  
of their brochure at  
www.jbkind.com.

Tel: 01283 554197 Web: www.jbkind.com

Opening doors to superb style 

This ‘British made’ Brindle 800 1.5 bowl sink from 
Shaws is a practical, yet stylish, square single bowl with 
a separate, true half bowl, with an offset dividing wall, 
perfect for vegetable preparation and ideal for island 
unit installation. This beautiful model can be inset or 
undermounted with granite, wood or quartz worktops and 
both bowls come with a 3½” waste outlet.  The Brindle 
is manufactured with a durable glaze designed for years 
of usage.
Visit our website to view the full 
range of sinks, taps and accessories 
available.

Tel: 01254 775111
Web: www.shawsofdarwen.com

Shaws BRINDLE 800
 

The Abode Cento, with bold, sharp styling to suit design 
conscious consumers who desire a more geometric look.  
Cento includes four basin taps, a standard for everyday 
basins, an architecturally tall monobloc mixer, a wall 
mounted model, suitable for modern day free-standing 
basins plus a stylish and unique side lever basin mixer.  

There’s also three models for the bath plus a tall, floor 
standing bath filler with shower handset which will set 
off any bathroom, standing to attention beside a free-
standing bath.

Tel: 01226 283434
Web: www.abode.eu
Fax: 01226 282434
email: info@abodedesigns.co.uk

Abode Cento taps 

Wave Bathrooms in Salisbury was formed to provide high 
quality bathrooms to new build homes across the South 
of England. We don’t employ sales people but trained 
designers who will take pride in producing stunning 
bathrooms.

We are not interested in mainstream cheap imported 
products but concentrate on leading quality European 
brands.

We promise to work with you combining beauty with 
function to achieve your dream bathroom within you 
budget. Wave has awards for it’s Customer Service, and 
designs featured on Grand Designs TV and numerous 
home magazines.
Tel: 01722 333553
Web: www.wavebathrooms.co.uk

Wave Bathrooms – Salisbury – 
Award Winning Bathroom Designs

Featured 
on pages 

22-28

This gorgeous kitchen is the hub of the home in a self-
build property in the heart of the forest in Leicestershire. 
Our Worn Grey Limestone was chosen for the floor, 
to keep in with the rural surroundings and create a 
farmhouse feel. Hand distressed edges and a textured, 
brushed surface give the limestone the appearance of 
a floor that has been laid for decades, adding character 
to the space. Call our knowledgeable staff for advice on 
flooring for your self-build.

Tel: 01509 234000  
Web: www.floorsofstone.com

Classically beautiful natural stone 
and porcelain flooring

Our unique solar PV roof tiles provide an 
attractive yet affordable solution to power 
and protect your home, whilst also saving 
you money.

For those that like the idea of solar 
power but don’t like the look of conventional 
panels, Solarmass has combined cutting 
edge renewable technology with modern 
contemporary style, to create the award 
winning solar roof tile.

Delivering a highly efficient, reliable and 

sustainable source of power, which is also 
aesthetically pleasing, premium quality and 
great value.

Talk to us about incorporating solar roof 
tiles into your project today.

Tel: 0113 245 4676 Web: www.solarmassltd.com 
Email: enquiries@solarmassltd.com

Solar Roof Tiles. Power Your Home In Style.

WINNER
2016

Best Sustainable 
Technology or Product 

Ibstock, the UK’s largest brick maker, has released the 8th 
edition of its well-renowned Brick Selector. The specially 
designed guide showcases the market leading Ibstock 
range of over 350 bricks and numerous inspirational 
designs achievable through the use of brick.
This latest Brick Selector features 25 new products 
launched in 2016, offering guidance alongside 
relevant technical information to address commonly 
asked questions about constructing with brick. The 
comprehensive brochure introduces Ibstock bricks with 
clear and colourful case studies exhibiting the almost 
limitless variety of textures, shapes, colours and dimensions 
of brick available. 
Tel: 0844 800 4575 Web: www.ibstock.com

Latest brick selector magazine 
from ibstock demonstrates endless 
designs availableToo many building projects end with stunning houses 

sitting in barren plots. Having built her own house, Mary 
Woollett knows the importance of planning ahead and 
ensuring a garden plan is an intrinsic part of the build 
project.  Brian and Loveday Ellis took care to retain Mary 
to design their garden alongside the house build.  Mary 
is experienced in creating gardens for new build country 
houses; gardens which look beautiful in the landscape 
and are an integral part of ‘home’.

Tel: 07899 904914
Web: www.marywoollettgardens.co.uk

Design your garden as part of 
your home 

Ryburn Valley Furniture prides it’s self on 
its high standards & exceptional value 
producing top quality bespoke interiors 
designed to withstand the test of time and 
changing fashions. At Ryburn bespoke 
means just that - each project is individually 
designed and tailored to the customer’s 
needs manufacturing  traditional & 
contemporary designs, to suit young and old 
alike - each piece is made to complement 
your home & lifestyle.

Ryburn have been manufacturing 
bespoke kitchens, bedrooms, home offices 
& furniture for over 25 years  and have 
earned a reputation for producing affordable 
stunning kitchens & fine furniture which are 
meticulously designed & expertly crafted. 
Carpentry is an art form and Ryburn takes 
enormous pride from the finished work. The 
team of qualified cabinet makers have over 
130 years experience in making the finest 
quality pieces in a variety of timbers including 
oak, ash, cherry, walnut, maple and hand 
painted finishes.

Any project starts with an initial home/
site visit to discuss the clients requirements.  
Everything  is taken into consideration 
including room size, layout & natural light  - 
usage also plays a significant role in the 
design process, as we are all different and 
like to do things our own way and this will 

affect the  finished design. The details are 
then transferred to the computer & using 
the latest top of the range ‘Articad’ system 
computer illustrations are produced enabling 
the client to visualise the finished design and 
tweak any changes required .

Everything is made on site and in recent 
years Ryburn Valley Furniture have invested 
in state of the art machinery which combined 
with traditional cabinet makers hand skills 
ensures that their designs are classically 
beautiful yet practical & resilient. Ryburn  truly 
manufacture 100% of the project to your 
exact specifications. 

All furniture is completed in the in-house 
polishing department where specialists can 
create a full range of modern & traditional 
finishes or colour match to an existing 
piece. Full project management can also 
be arranged using a team of local qualified 
trades people, and a full range of  appliances 
can be supplied from leading manufacturers 
such as Bosch, Neff, Siemens, Rangemaster 
& Wolfe all at competitive prices.

Word of mouth is a powerful thing, and 
demand for Ryburn’s fabulous kitchens and 
beautiful furniture is higher than ever with 
orders coming in from every corner of the uk! 
For more information visit our website.

Tel: 01422 823814  Web: www.ryburnvalleyfurniture.co.uk

Timeless Quality at Exceptional Value

TELEBEAm - the new way 
of converting lofts with roof 
trusses
Forget steel beams and cranes - Tele-
Beam is the new way of converting lofts 
in modern properties with roof trusses. 
It is the first pre-fabricated lightweight 
and adaptable system which deals with a 
wide range of roof spans and pitches. Tel-
ebeams have LABC Registered Systems 
Approval giving you peace of mind.

Tel: 01380 739000
Web: www.telebeam.co.uk

Based in Warwickshire, CDRB 
Architects Ltd is a small and 
friendly practice with extensive 
local knowledge and the 
desire to help all clients with 
their build projects. We offer 
the complete RIBA range 
of services from inception 
to completion, including 
planning submissions, building 
regulations, project management 
and 3D visualisation. CDRB aim 
to treat every client and project 
individually and whatever your 
expectations are, we aim to 
exceed them. We operate in the 
Midlands and London. 

Tel: 07527 148007
Web: www.cdrbarchitects.com

Exceeding your expectations, 
achieving your dreams

HDL is a global leader in the home 
automation sector and is unique in that it 
offers an all-encompassing platform which 
gives users the ability to control various A/V, 
TV, lighting, air conditioning, heating and 
shading systems.

HDL can be used in any scale of 
installation from small apartments to large 
commercial premises and has been 
installed in many world famous buildings 
such as Dubai airport, NATO headquarters 

and BMW World. There is also a retrofit 
wireless range with ground breaking 
technology allowing ANY building to 
become a ‘smart home’.

The DLP Touch is the NEW eye-
catching intelligent panel clad in a seamless 
glass finish and the fascia colour can be 
customised to perfectly match your lifestyle 
or interior design concept.

For more information please call Nick 
Sutton on the number below.

Tel: 07702 285570   Web: www.hdluk.co.uk

Unique home automation solutions for high quality 
projects within budget

Featured 
on pages 

22-28

Ryburn Valley
Furniture Ltd

Bespoke kitchens, bedrooms, studies & interior furniture

Featured 
on pages 

39-46
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Magazine

The Specify section is dedicated to new or innovative 
products. The editorial style allows advertisers to include small 
articles about their products, including a headline, images, text 
and contact details.

Display & Digital Sales

Advertising Manager

Nick Gillam

0203 627 3245 

nick.gillam@castlemedia.co.uk 

SALES CONTACTS 

Gallery & Specify sales 

Account Executive

Sophie Gardiner

0203 627 3263

sophie.gardiner@castlemedia.co.uk 

Account Manager

Jonny Hart

0203 553 2378

jonny.hart@castlemedia.co.uk
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Advertorial

Get it right and an advertorial can be a fantastic way to 
establish your company as a market leader.

An advertorial is an opportunity for advertisers 

to connect with Build It’s readers, raise brand 

awareness and demonstrate their knowledge 

and authority on a particular topic, via a 

feature-style promotion.

The key to a successful advertorial is to take 

an impartial approach that will engender trust 

with the Build It readership. This approach will give maximum traction 

with our audience and underpin the advertiser’s status as a market 

leader. It also allows us to design the piece in an editorial style – which 

is crucial to ensuring your message goes out to as many readers as 

possible.

Advertorials need to be informative and engaging for the reader, 

so they work best when delivered as impartial expert advice. There 

are a number of ways of achieving this, for instance via a prose-led 

guide to a certain topic (eg the benefits of underfloor heating) or in 

the form of a Q&A-style piece.

A successful advertorial is achieved when the editorial team 

works closely with the advertiser to dovetail the advertiser’s 

marketing goals with the information needs of readers. 

With this route, an editorial team member will liaise directly 

with the advertiser. Once a topic has been agreed, the editorial 

team member will set a brief for an impartial advertorial feature. 

The advertiser will then produce the original content, which will 

be carefully edited into house style by Build It’s dedicated team to 

deliver a high-quality article.

The editorial team will work with the advertiser to ensure their 

products/services are represented, for example by: exclusive 

inclusion of images & captions from the advertiser; presentation of 

the feature as coming from an expert at the company; biography of 

expert and byline for article.

Is an advertorial the right route for me?

If you want to produce something that focuses purely on promotion 

of your specific products and/or services, then an advertorial is 

probably not for you. Straight advertising will achieve this in an eye-

catching way and remains an excellent way to put your products/

services in front of readers.

If, however, you want to build your brand, pique readers’ interest 

and establish your company as a real authority in the self build and 

renovation sector, then a bespoke advertorial will deliver fantastic 

results.

On the next page is an example of a highly successful 

advertorial, published in the August 2017 issue of Build It. More 

examples can be seen online:

Home Lifts Explained >

Aritco (appeared in print and online)

How to choose masonry paint >

Sadolin (online only)

Why choose underfloor heating? >

Nu-Heat (appeared in print and online)
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Advertorial

Bespoke advertorials deliver great results

www.self-build.co.uk

 advertising feature 8383 advertising feature 

Home technology 
for better security 

A 
comprehensive security 
system should be both easy 
to control and effective in 
deterring any would-be 

intruders. You can take an integrated 
approach to connect your security 
system with other home automation 
facilities, such as lighting. These can all 
be controlled via tablet, smartphone or 
other mobile device, either by dialing 
into a network or simply sending a text 
message. Here are the main options 
when it comes to ensuring your house 
and its belongings remain unharmed.

Prevention 
The first step to securing your home  
is to make sure it’s near enough 
impossible for any intruders to break 
into. Pairing up the various parts of your 
home automation system will allow you 
to be alerted about anything that could 
compromise the security of your home. 

Windows can be fitted with vibration 
sensors. If one is accidentally left open, 
a message will appear on your smart 
device. This will let you know exactly 
which unit it is so that you can quickly 
resolve the potential risk. 

If you have a smart lighting setup, 
you’ll probably have access to a holiday 
mode. Much like most standard timer 
switches, you can arrange for rooms to 
be illuminated at certain points in the 
day to make it look like someone’s 
home even if nobody’s in. But unlike 
conventional solutions, these intelligent 
systems will automatically replicate 
your household lighting habits without 
you needing to go through the 
rigmarole of setting numerous timers.  

Don’t just think about security in 
terms of the walls of your home; 
instead, extend the net all the way to 
the edge of your garden and driveway. 
Motion detectors can be programmed 
to sound an alarm and switch on 

external lights, while automatic gates 
can be opened and closed remotely  
via your smartphone or tablet.

Cameras & control
Although you can use an audio entry 
system or even a standard telephone 
handset to control an integrated 
security system, many homeowners 
now choose to include a video entry 
and CCTV setup as standard. This 
enables you to see who’s at the front 
door simply by looking at your television 
screen, which can be tuned directly into 
the CCTV channel without the use of 
any additional hardware – appearing  
as a pop-up when activated. 

But while viewing security cameras 
on a TV screen is handy, it’s even more 
useful to be able to control them online. 
Network cameras can be moved 
around at the touch of a button to focus 
in on different parts of the property. 
Audio and video footage starts to 
automatically record onto a large 
capacity hard disk drive as soon as  
its infra-red sensor detects movement. 

What’s certain is that individual 
homeowners will have different 

priorities and particular requirements 
for their security system. So the first 
step is for you to speak to your local 
CEDIA member company for advice on 
an automation solution that’s tailored to 
your project, budget and lifestyle. 

Matt Nimmons from CEDIA unveils how the 
latest technology could be utilised to create a 
high level security system for your property

Matt Nimmons is managing 
director at CEDIA, an international 
trade organisation dedicated to 
advancing the home technology 
industry. From designers and 
manufacturers to integrators, CEDIA 

members gain access to high-quality training and 
certification, which ultimately goes into your project. 
Visit www.cedia.org for more information  
and to find professionals in your area.

ProduCts iN PraCtiCe

This grade II listed former rectory is based in an area 
where petty crime is relatively high. CEDIA member, 
SMC (www.smc-uk.com) was brought in to protect the 
property and its surroundings by installing CCTV and 
access control. The company also provided a high 
spec intruder alarm and entertainment systems. 

The CCTV setup consists of 43 cameras, which 
includes static, PTZ (pan-tilt-zoom) and dome units. 
The owners can view recordings on their smartphone 
or tablet, even when they aren’t at the house. Contact 
and vibration detectors are embedded in every 
accessible window and door and PIR motion 
detection is used throughout the property as both 
perimeter and trap protection.

Access to the main driveway is controlled with 
automated gates and the cameras track any vehicle 
entering the estate as it approaches the property. 
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Advertising on Build It’s website and targeting 
Build It’s digital database

Online

self-build.co.uk

Build It’s website  

www.self-build.co.uk currently 

attracts over 150 ,000 unique 

visitors per month. Advertising 

on the site  

is an extremely effective way 

of presenting your brand to 

tens of thousands of self 

builders, renovators and major 

home improvers, as well as 

generating significant traffic 

direct to your website.

Email database
Our digital database has over 121,000 recipients, made up from readers of the magazine, visitors  

to the NSBRC and visitors to our Build It Live shows The list is 100% opt in and is a very targeted 

and focused database which provides great measurable results. 

We offer two options to reach the database:

Solus email
The solus email is a dedicated broadcast to the full database and costs £1600 + VAT per broadcast. 

Products & Services email
This email is a round up of around 8 ad slots for various products.  
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Online

FOr DIGITAL SALES CONTACT 

Nick Gillam on Tel: 0203 627 3245  nick.gillam@castlemedia.co.uk 

Web Sponsorship Packages
Our website sponsorship packages incorporate many of the above options as a package at 

just £599 + vat per month.

These packages include:
l A full run of site banner. 50,000 impressions a month.
l Logo appears on every page of the site in our sponsors footer
l Logo appears on all our digital newsletters in our sponsors footer
l Enhanced Directory Listing

Web banners
The website is divided into10 zones, and banners are priced depending on how many zones 

they appear on. 

Zones include:
l How to self build l  Plots & Planning l  House Plans & Homes l  Design Advice
l  Building Routes l  Products & Materials l  Costs & Finance l  News & Events
l  Home Page l  Cost Calculator

The best exposure we can offer is the “Full site” option, meaning the banner will appear on all 

8 zones of the site. There are lower cost options to appear in less zones which we have 

outlined below.

Online Advertorials
Our online advertorials are listed on our website amongst our editorial articles to give them 

the maximum impact. Content must be agreed with our editorial team who can assist in the 

writing and design. Prices upon request.

Enhanced Product Directory Listing
Our online product directory is an invaluable resource for anyone undertaking a major self 

build or renovation. This directory is an alphabetical list of all the products and services that 

are offered in the sector. An enhanced product directory listing provides a profile page where 

companies can feature their logo, 100 words of text, 6 high res images and any digital pdf 

brochures. Site visitors can fill out enquiry forms from the enhanced listing which are sent 

directly through to the company. Listings also include a live link to your website.

The cost of an enhanced listing is just £480 + vat per year or £320 + vat for 6 months. 

Square 
MPU banner 
(300 pixels wide, 250 pixels tall)

MPU and Leaderboard banner adverts are 

can be purchased across self-build.co.uk 

and can be targeted on your chosen zones. 

Packages start at just £11 + vat per 

thousand impressions. We recommend 

running 30-50K impressions per month to 

create good visibility across the site, which 

would cost £330 + vat - £550 + vat per 

month respectively. 

Leaderboard banner
Leaderboard banner (980 pixels wide, 62 pixels tall)

MPU & Leaderboard Banners

Jonny Hart on Tel: 0203 553 2378  jonny.hart@castlemedia.co.uk

Leaderboard Banner example

Square MPU banner example
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builditlive.co.uk

BUILD IT LIVE BICESTEr
OXFORDSHIRE
9 - 10 JUNE 2018

BUILD IT LIVE SOUTH EAST
KENT EVENT CENTRE
3 - 4 FEBRUARY 2018

BUILD IT LIVE NOrTH EAST
EVENT CITY, MANCHESTER
17 - 18 FEBRUARY 2018

The gap between general homes 

shows and self build shows has 

become hazy over the years. Many 

self build events have added soft 

furnishings, homeware and other 

non-core products in their quest 

to boost the size of their floorplan and increase footfall – albeit with the 

wrong types of visitor. Here at Build It Live, we are standing firm - remaining 

true to our self build roots with undiluted passion – because that’s what we 

believe will work best for your business. Build It Live continues to remain 

totally reflective of Build It magazine – focused, practical and bursting with 

expert advice, inspiration and product guidance for self builders and home 

renovators.

Build It Live delivers over 16,000 visitors each year, meeting the needs of 

self builders in three great locations:

Call Sarah Wilcock on 0203 627 3247 

or email sarah.wilcock@castlemedia.co.uk 

TO STArT 2018 OFF wITH SOME SErIOUS LEADS, GIVE 
US A CALL AND rESErVE yOUr SPACE. . .
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The Build It Awards celebrate 

all aspects of self build and 

renovation including completed 

projects, products, services 

and suppliers. The Awards 

bring together architects, 

manufacturers and key industry figures in recognition of 

innovation and excellence in the custom home sector.

Award winners will inspire and 

influence a nation of prospective self 

builders, so get the recognition you 

deserve by entering. Sponsorship 

opportunities also available.

Over 400 
people across the 
industry attended our 
prestigious Build It 
Awards 2016 dinner 
presented by TV 
actor and comedian 
Tim Vine at the Hilton 
Bankside, London.

Nick Gillam

0203 627 3245 

nick.gillam@castlemedia.co.uk

www.builditawards.co.uk 

FOr MOrE INFOrMATION ON  
SPONSOrING THE AwArDS 
CONTACT 

PROUD SPONSORS

The best  

of self build

2016

Find the best products and  

suppliers for your project 
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